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Opponent (4 Unique Hues)
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Opponent vs Complementary Colors
Among authors who treated afterimage colors as Hering-opponent rather than 
Helmholtz-complementary were:

G. S. Brindley (1963)
L. Hurvich (1981)
S. Palmer (1999)
J. S. Werner & M. L. Bieber  (1997) 
M. Livingstone (2002)
N. Tsuchiya & C. Koch (2005)
B. Goldstein (2010)
S.K. Shevell & P. R. Martin (2017)

Complementary colors pivot around the white
point (white lines), whereas R/G opponency
passes through yellow rather than white
(black line). For spectrally-realizable colors,
the 3 primaries are at the 3 ‘corners’ of the
CIE diagram. The complementary colors are
the opposing pairs through the neutral white
point (0.3,0.3,0.3), defining the 3
secondaries, which combine with the the
primaries to form 6 unique hues.

Complementary Colors form 6 Unique Hues

Experimental Methods
Methods. To assess afterimage colors, test patches of 45 cd/m2
spanning the color gamut (R, G, B, R+G, G+B, and B+R) were
viewed on an equiluminant background for 10 s to the left of
fixation and replaced with an outlined blank comparison patch
to the right in repeated 8 s /2 s cycles, whose color was
adjusted in hue, saturation or intensity relative to match the
afterimage at left.

Adapting colors

Afterimage matches

Reduced gamut due to triangular restriction on secondary colors 

Conclusions
Negative afterimages can in principle extend beyond the colour gamut

Non-bleaching afterimages are complementary to the inducing colour,
pivoting through the white point

The complementary afterimages form the three secondary colors with
the same unique quality as the primaries: yellow, cyan and magenta

Perceived color is better characterized as a system of 6 complementary
primary/secondary unique hues than 4 opponent colors

This scheme is further supported by a new demo of luminance
compression of the cone signal modulation in the color circle, which
equalizes the two interleaved trios to provide 6 dominant colors.
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Introduction
Newton’s original work identified seven distinct hues in the rainbow, whereas the
predominant choice of current color theory is four unique hues, following the four
extrema of Hering’s Opponent Color Theory. This coding is brought into question
by the complementary colors of the CMYK system and of color afterimages, in
which each corner of the triangular red/green/blue (R/G/B) color space has a
distinct complementary color of cyan, magenta and yellow, respectively, supported
by a neurophysiological reanalysis of color opponency by (Pridmore, 2013).

Results: afterimage settings
Afterimages are complementary through the white point

For each observer and in each session all four unique
hues were determined at di!erent luminance and satura-
tion levels (see Section 2). Each observer made at least
80 selections for each unique hue. Altogether, for each
unique hue we obtained 1616 data points.

3. Results

Each unique hue selection is a point in a three-dimen-
sional space defined by the absorptions of the three dif-
ferent cone classes (Long-wavelength- (L), medium-
wavelength- (M) and short-wavelength- (S) sensitive
cones). To visualise the loci of the unique hues in a
two-dimensional space, we first present our data in the
cone-opponent mechanisms space (DKL space; Der-
rington et al., 1984). DKL space is a linear transforma-
tion of LMS space and for our chosen background
colour the transformation is given by
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On the right-hand side are the di!erential cone absorp-
tions, which are obtained by subtracting the background
cone absorptions from the absolute stimulus cone
absorptions. On the left-hand side are the corresponding
cone-opponent mechanisms co-ordinates. For the sake
of simplicity we refer to them as luminance, !DL"DM",
and !DS" (DL+DM)". We scale the matrix such that a
unit vector in cone contrast space (DL/LBG, DM/MBG,
DS/SBG) produces a unit response in each of the mecha-
nism (Brainard, 1996; Wuerger, Watson, & Ahumada,
2002). This scaling is to some extent arbitrary, but it
does not a!ect our conclusions. We only use DKL space
to visualise the data and make comparisons to previous-
ly published data; the main data analysis will be per-
formed in three-dimensional LMS space.

Fig. 1 shows the !DL"DM", and !DS " (DL+DM)"
co-ordinates of the unique hues; red symbols (circles) re-
fer to the data for !unique red" and green symbols
(squares) to !unique green"; yellow symbols (upward
pointing triangles) denote the data for !unique yellow"
and blue symbols (downward pointing triangles) indi-
cate the loci of !unique blue". This figure illustrates two
important properties of the unique hues. Firstly, it is
clear that the unique hues do not coincide with the car-
dinal axes of DKL space confirming results by Webster
and colleagues (2000b). Unique red is closer to the posi-
tive end of the !L"M" axis, whereas unique green clearly
needs a significant negative S-cone contribution. This
means that the green that constitutes the negative end
of the !L"M" axis is too bluish to be considered in yel-
low–blue equilibrium. Similarly, the red on the positive

end of the !L"M" axis also needs S-cone input to silence
the putative yellow–blue mechanism. Unique blue is not
even close to the positive end of the S" (L+M) axis: S-
cone-isolating stimuli appear violet and not blue. Un-
ique blue needs a significant negative L"M input,
whereas unique yellow requires a positive L"M input.
The negative endpoint of the S" (L+M) axis looks
greenish, not yellow. The second important feature is
that unique red and unique green do not lie on a line
through the origin. This implies that it is not a single
opponent yellow–blue mechanism, which is silenced
when observers consider a light being neither yellow
nor blue. There are two possibilities to explain this lack
of co-linearity: either a single but very nonlinear YB
mechanism is silenced or two separate, but piecewise lin-
ear YB mechanisms. We will come back to this issue lat-
er in the model section. The results for unique yellow
and unique blue are di!erent. To a first approximation,
the loci of unique yellow and blue lie on a line through
the origin suggesting that these colours may be generat-
ed by silencing a single red–green mechanism. We will
test this hypothesis below.

The aim of this study was to determine how the indi-
vidual cone signals contribute to the mechanisms that
yield the unique hues, i.e., we attempt to find the map-
ping between LMS cone space and the chromatic mech-
anisms that are silenced by the respective unique hues.
In Fig. 2(A), each individual unique hue selection is
plotted as a data point in a space spanned by the di!er-
ential L, M, S cone absorptions. The di!erential cone

Fig. 1. The four unique hues in DKL space. 1616 data points are
shown for each unique hue. Red symbols (circles) denote data for
!unique red", green symbols (squares) for !unique green", yellow
symbols (upward pointing triangles) for !unique yellow" and blue
symbols (downward pointing triangles) for !unique blue". The solid
black lines indicate the first eigenvector for each unique hue (see
Section 4 for further details). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Theoretical Analysis              
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